Up there on Olive Hill above hillsides furrowed with rows of grey-
green olive trees, the daughter of one of America's pioneers had con-
structed a little principality her very own, free to live in it as a queen.
There was nothing like it anywhere in the world. She—the second
generation—came and went, within her consciousness a new sense of
home to be handed on to the third generation. To her 'Sugar-top'. Above
all friction, waste and slip, Aline Barnsdall had so far succeeded.
And then, as the little queendom grew in beauty and importance, yes,
even as the ideas that built it—on holiday—grew in significance around
the world she began to feel alone in the possession of it—became more
lonely because of it than she had ever felt without it.
Artists came and admired it. Hollyhock House became known as a work
of fine art in the various ateliers of the continent where she would go
every summer. Europeans came and saw in it something of the higher
harmony of the spirit of man. The newer protestant felt—perhaps justly,
who knows?—that the architect had indulged himself again regardless of
the task with the machine to which he had set himself. But this Romauza
in California was just another phase of the greatest of arts—Architecture.
Call that phase what you will. Call it poetry. Call it what you like if you
do not want to call it architecture, as I shall call it still.
They said in Hollywood, Aline Barnsdall was a Bolshevik—a 'parlour
Bolshevik', said some. They rather sneered did some of these little people
living in names—those to whom names were ideas and ideas names—at
one whose ideas were 'proletariat' and hard while living soft herself like a
princess in aristocratic seclusion unrivalled by other princesses who lived
merely in the traditional and therefore in a more or less hackneyed style.
She now lived above commonplace elegance like any princess but better,
because in a matchless style all her own. So far as that went, she lived in
an atmosphere rare as poetic. Herself a pioneer this daughter of the
pioneer lived up to integral romance when all about her was ill with
pseudo-romantic in terms of neo-Spanish, lingering along as quasi-Italian,
stale with Renaissance, dying or dead of English half-timber and Colonial.
Well, no one may say what moved her finally. The motives of human
deeds lie so deep-buried beneath seemingly irrelevant debris or are so
mixed in the tangled threads of feeling in the depths of the human heart.
She made up her mind to give it all away$ the precious hilltop by now
sought for by every realtor of the realm as a prize. She determined to give
it away. Together with its ideal buildings, to Los Angeles the city.
And she did give it away, as it stood. Even the faithful Japanese cook,
George—he went along, too.
And she gave it, most wisely, to be used by the class most needy in these
United States, the class most abjectly mendicant at this time owing to the
triumphant march of the Machine. But not, be it said, 10 the most grate-
ful. She gave it to the artists of California, to be their California Art Club
home. She restricted the gift so that the house should not be touched or
altered for fifteen years. By that time, she said, what she felt to be its real
riches, its imaginative Galiforni^n Form, would have had its way with
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